). Quinn decided to play on the word dunce and gave these mutants names like dingy, daffy, dumbo, etc. When he mentioned these names in a grant proposal to NIH, however, someone there objected to "the derogatory terms used to define learning disabled animals". Quinn retaliated by renaming the mutants after vegetables -rutabaga, radish, turnip, cabbage, zucchini, ochre. Great sport! And, as Jeff Hall once quipped, "You can't dynamite an interesting name out of nematologist". So, does the name Pavlov ring a bell? Most of us know from college that Pavlov (1849-1936) was the famous Russian 'psychologist' who devised a simple, elegant experimental paradigm with which to study learning. For several repetitions, Pavlov would ring a bell just before giving food to a hungry dog. Before long, he noticed, the dog started salivating whenever it heard the bell. Pavlov interpreted this as indicating that the dog had learned to 'associate' the bell tone with food reward and, thus, the concept of associative learning was born [6] .
While these studies were tremendously influential in their day -see the writings of the American behaviorist John Watson, for instance -their true impact has become apparent only now. In essence, Pavlov distilled the complexity of learned behavior down to one elemental component -a change in behavior produced by the association of two stimuli in time (bell and food, for instance). As such, the particular behavioral response was no longer important, making the procedure generalizable to other species and tasks. With complete experimental control over presentations of the two stimuli, moreover, the functional properties of this elemental association could be quantified in detail. Eventually, we did sit down at the kitchen table. Nonna made tea and laid out our biscuits. Then, without a word, she went to a hall cabinet, pulled out a photo album and handed it to me. Inside were photographs of Pavlov's dogs. Forty of them, with Russian names inscribed below! In response to my jaw-flapping silence, Nonna happily remarked that Pavlov's students gave him this photo album on his 83rd birthday. I couldn't believe what I was looking at. I hugged Nonna more than once, explaining how these dogs would become a piece of scientific history. She was fascinated that I might find Drosophila genes involved with Pavlovian memory. As I carefully snapped pictures, she came to understand that these motley dogs were a canine treasure to me. Then, Nonna did something unforgettable. She let me wear Pavlov's evening tophat -knowing perhaps that I would be inspired to tell the story someday. I was.
